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A: Your post is not consistent with your question, so I'm going to give the answer to your question
and then relate the root cause of your issue. You asked whether the following are valid and you
quoted the expected result for each case: a='C:\Users\User\Desktop\a.txt' awk -v a='$a' '$0 ~ a

{print}' That is true for simple string matches. What you see above is just awk printing out the input
line as the match condition is true. However, in your actual case where your data is array-based, it is
more complex and you will need to implement awk to handle an array. Since your data is in an array,
we are going to need to use a variable to store the list of files that we want to process: filenames=(a

b c) # this stores the file names Now we are going to put the files into an array:
files=(${filenames[@]} ) # This is the array that holds the input files # this stores the names of the
array as a string (the default is to use the number of items in the array) files=(${files[@]} ) # This
stores the string of the array as a string Now for each array element in the files array, run awk: for
filename in "${files[@]}"; # This iterates through the array awk -v arr=$filename -v file=$filename

-v pattern='$pattern' \ '$0 ~ arr {print $0}' "$file" # This checks if the filenmae matches any
element in the array # Do something with the matched element of the array ... The rest of your code
should be modified accordingly. One important point to note: Your real issue is not a $0 ~ pattern. It

is the pattern of the input data. In your case $0 ~ pattern is true for all inputs. Thus, the real
problem is that your $0 doesn't match. Ass
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